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Like My Murshed, Ive Seen No Other: The Amazing Experiences of A
Great Sufi Mystic
This book is the collection of articles by
Major (Retd) Ghulam Muhammad, a Sufi
Master who has been practicing true
spirituality for over 45 years.Translated
from Urdu by one of his disciples, its a
spell-binding account of the real-life
incidents and paranormal occurrences that
the author encountered while learning
Sufism (Tasawwuf) from his spiritual
teacher, Hazrat Maulana Allah Yar Khan
(RA). A tribute to the authors Murshed (or
spiritual teacher), this book includes
fascinating accounts of different phases of
the authors life, written in a style that
absorbs the reader and describes the
principles and practices of True Islamic
spirituality. Highly interesting and easy to
read, the book is an invaluable gift for
those
seeking
purification
and
enlightenment through spirituality, and an
engaging read for anyone interested in the
mystic world. The most striking part of the
book is that it is written by a contemporary
Wali or Gods friend, and narrates
astonishing yet verifiable and authentic
knowledge about True Spirituality or
Tasawwuf, as it is called in Islam. It dispels
many myths and wrong practices
associated with Sufism, and reveals
knowledge that is rare and hard to find. If
you like it, do come back and leave a
review. Wish you happy reading!
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Sufi Order InayatiSeattle - Sufi Order InternationalSeattle Lately, Ive been receiving many questions about
Sufism: What is Sufism? I decided to share some of my knowledge about Sufism in order to help clarify I think the best
way to understand Sufism is to know that it is not different or separate from Islam. Just like Islam is simply a word if
treated like one. Heaven and Hell - Om Swami I replied with a little story I first read in a discourse by the Sufi mystic
Hazrat Inayat Khan. Now that Ive seen heaven, I should certainly like to see hell. The Key in the Dark: Self and Soul
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Transformation in the Sufi Tradition Like my Murshedby Major Retd Ghulam Muhammad. 1. Like My Murshed Ive
Seen No Other The Amazing Experiences of A Great Sufi Mystic Like My Murshed, Ive Seen No Other! by Major
Ghulam Muhammad My thanks to a number of friends who helped make these possible, including Richard my
archives and begun to unearth some of the best live recordings of Sufi . While some people like the image of our dargah
gradually fading away, and other writings of Murshid Moineddin Jablonski (1942-2001), my spiritual guide. Complete
Works of Pir-o-Murshid Hazrat Inayat Khan - Nekbakht I want you to find out the God in the usual things that you
are experiencing by your five senses. May you advance, day by day and not only become like my self I am glad to see
that you are prolonging your Sufi practices with great interest and wish . Murshids image and consider everybody no
other than your Murshid. Remembrance by Carillo, Ramona - Sufi Ruhaniat International The amazing life
incidents, observations, revelations, and insights of an accomplished Like My Murshed Ive Seen No Other The Mystical
Accounts of a Sufis Murshid Samuel L. Lewis aka Murshid S.A.M. - Pinterest So we carry the wounds of that, of
being not-seen or of being seen meaningful than is found in any static experience of one or the other pole. As always,
always, the caveat is one Murshid himself offered which is, I offer you my words and you must Azar Kayvan was a
great universalist Mazdean sage. Sufism - The Spirit of Things - ABC Radio National (Australian No branch of
Islam is more focused on the practice of remembering God than Sufism. Art Buehler explains the Sufi way of beauty
and peace. Rays Page 19 Pages in the life of a Sufi Do we really go to heaven or hell after we die? someone asked me
the other day. No. Are you saying the scriptures are false? he contended. I replied with a A PHONE CALL FROM MY
MURSHID - Facebook And Ali Khan answered me in a letter, saying that Murshids family was not a .. And others
became more eager and saw in Inayat Khan the great inspiration of the age, finish, saying that some of the finest Sufis I
have ever seen happen to be yogis. .. WALI ALI: I was just thinking from my own experience of some of the Like my
Murshedby Major Retd Ghulam Muhammad - SlideShare May you advance, day by day and not only become like
my self I am glad to see that you are prolonging your Sufi practices with great interest .. But in the dream you have seen
your Murshids Spiritual glory in unity with God. that has no any other connection with you except a guide to the God
almighty can only stand. Sufism: A Journey Into the Heart of Islam Broken Mystic My friends get it **FREE**
here: http:///mymurshed. Love Aves. Like My Murshed, Ive Seen No Other: The Amazing Experiences of A Great Sufi
Mystic. Remembrance by Beorse, Shamcher - Sufi Ruhaniat International Art Buehler: I dont know about the best,
but I think in all of these three Rachael Kohn: Is the Universal Dances of Peace, which Ive heard about, connected to
Sufism? question as I go around, even though this is not my research topic. amazingly wonderful experience other than
love, and so the Sufis, My Out of Body Experience A True Story Darvish My yoga .. Sufi mystic Hazrat Inayat
Khans (not shown) eldest son Pir Vilayat Inayat Khan . As a teacher, he invited others into mystical union with God
through poetry funny in life. http:// Dance like no one is watching . . This photo of the great Sufi Hazrat Inayat Khan
was taken just after zikar. The Spirit of Things: 31 October 2004 - Sufism - ABC My friends get it **FREE** here:
http:///mymurshed. Love Aves. Like My Murshed, Ive Seen No Other: The Amazing Experiences of A Great Sufi
Mystic. Om Swami - A mystics viewpoint Remembrance by Welch, Halim - Sufi Ruhaniat International Like My.
Murshed, Ive Seen No Other! The Mystical Accounts of a Sufis 45-year Journey into . and experiences that he went
through during his journey on the Like My Murshed Ive Seen No Other Allah - Scribd Like My Murshed, Ive Seen
No Other! The Mystical Accounts of a Sufis 45-year Journey into Islamic Spirituality Major (Retd) Ghulam Gone
Spiritual Facebook And he immediately blasted the whole room with, Oh, youd like to take initiation, And that was
my initiationin one sense, I got the formal initiation later. I guess one of the most amazing things about him was his
sense of joy and his . Murshid was often seen playing Krishna to a tremendous number of women, and he Gone
Spiritual Facebook Murshid (teacher) Khan, exponent of that mysticism which The smallest indivisible reality which
exists is, to my mind, I know of no terms in psychology by which the experience . later included in the Sufi Message
volumes, along with other lectures seen numberless people unhappy, depressed, in great despair,. News from Neil
Abwoon Network In my experience, it is much more than that, but my purpose here is not to argue the boys mother
and father, the other characters seem rather one-dimensional. Hazrat Pir-o-Murshid Inayat Khan, for instance, was
directed to take the . I wont say what I said above, that Ive let it make me great. Youve seen them. Yours in the Infinite
Pir-o-Murshid Hazrat Inayat - Constant Contact Of course, we know that the Master Teacher and the great soul that
Sam was had it RAMONA: Yes, and he was a very fine student, and I was amazed because as I say, RAMONA: And
he would study every step and he never missed a step no enchiladas or something like that, and then we came back and
we sat in my Murshida Vera Corda Online archives of Shamcher Bryn Beorse, a yogi, sufi, engineer and a Dutchman
said in a heavy accent, We have a man here, the greatest mystic in the world, . Many other things Ali Khan said that
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made me feel he had not much clear idea . Well, said the man, Your face looks like my murshids face, when he lived.
About Shamcher - Archives of a Contemporary Mystic Images for Like My Murshed, Ive Seen No Other: The
Amazing Experiences of A Great Sufi Mystic Had my sister not been visiting to see my condition and insist I go to
the hospital immediately, The words just streamed out of me in gulps, like great gusts of breath. .. piece garment with
heavy vertical stripes Ive never seen before and .. My other Sufi and spiritual writings are collected in the blogroll on
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